Introduction
============

Many movements that people perform every day are directed at visual targets. Examples of target-directed movements are pointing and reaching. In the context of visually guided pointing and reaching movements, it is generally assumed that the movement is programmed based on the position of the target with respect to the viewer in egocentric coordinates, even though the exact nature of the egocentric coordinate system is a matter of scientific debate (e.g., Thaler and Goodale, [@B66]; Crawford et al., [@B12]). Importantly, however, many movements that people make are not directed at targets, but they have to be programmed based on visual information in allocentric coordinates, i.e., visual information that is coded in an object-centered frame of reference. Examples of movements that are based on allocentric visual coordinates are making sketches of real-world objects or copying a diagram. In these situations the movement is programmed based on visual spatial relationships between the objects in the scene (i.e., the distance between two corners to be copied), not based on visual spatial relationships between the objects and the viewer. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates a laboratory version of target-directed and allocentric movement tasks.

![**Illustration of target-directed and allocentric movement tasks**. In the target-directed task, the subject is instructed to move the finger toward the black target dot. Thus, the movement can be programmed based on the egocentric position of the target with respect to the viewer. In the allocentric task, the subject is instructed to move the finger to a location in space, the position of which with respect to the starting point of the finger matches the position of the black target dot with respect to the white reference dot (the allocentric reference target). Thus, the movement in the allocentric task cannot be programmed based on the egocentric position of the target, but instead, it has to be programmed based on the allocentric position of the target, i.e., the position of the target with respect to the allocentric reference target.](fnhum-05-00092-g001){#F1}

In recent years advancements have been made in understanding the neural and computational basis of pointing and reaching movements that are directed at visual targets (for reviews see for example Desmurget et al., [@B17]; Lacquaniti and Caminiti, [@B43]; Kawato, [@B38]; Desmurget and Grafton, [@B16]; Todorov, [@B72]; Buneo and Andersen, [@B6]; Culham and Valyear, [@B14]; Culham et al., [@B13]; Diedrichsen et al., [@B18]; Filimon, [@B20]). Yet, despite a growing body of behavioral evidence that suggests that different cognitive and computational processes may be involved in movements performed in allocentric as compared to target-directed conditions as illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (Thaler and Todd, [@B69],[@B70], [@B71]; Thaler and Goodale, [@B66], [@B67],[@B68]), we know little about the potential neural basis of these differences.

In fact, there is only one study that directly compared movements between allocentric and target-directed conditions (Schenk, [@B61]). This study is a neuropsychological study with a patient (patient DF), who has substantial lesions in the ventral visual stream, in particular the lateral occipital complex (LOC), as well as a small lesion in left posterior parietal cortex (James et al., [@B36]). DF shows impaired performance in the allocentric, but not the target-directed movement task illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (Schenk, [@B61]) and based on this result, the hypothesis has been put forth that the ventral visual stream, and in particular the LOC, might be involved in spatial visual coding for movements in allocentric but not target-directed conditions (Schenk, [@B61]; Milner and Goodale, [@B49]). The current experiments tested this hypothesis in neurologically intact people.

Because there is evidence from behavioral work that movements in target-directed conditions rely more on visual feedback control than biomechanically equivalent movements in allocentric conditions (Thaler and Goodale, [@B67]), the current experiments also investigated the neural correlates of visual feedback control for movements in allocentric and target-directed tasks. Brain areas that have been repeatedly implicated in the visual control of target-directed movements comprise area MT+, the superior parieto-occipital cortex (SPOC), and parts of the posterior parietal cortex (Pisella et al., [@B56]; Whitney et al., [@B78]; Filimon et al., [@B21]; Cavina-Pratesi et al., [@B7]). But given the differences in visual feedback control on the behavioral level between movements in target-directed and allocentric tasks (Thaler and Goodale, [@B67]), the question arises as to whether the visual control of these two kinds of movement engage the same neural network.

The current experiments required subjects to perform movements in target-directed and allocentric conditions that were matched for both the visual and biomechanical components of the task. This way we were able to ensure that any differences we observed were entirely due to any differences in visual spatial coding and/or control. In addition, we used an experimental set-up that permitted the acquisition and analysis of hand movement data in the magnet. Thus, we were able to detect any differences in the kinematics of movements made in the two tasks.

We found reliable increases in brain activation in the LOC, intra-parietal sulcus (IPS), and premotor cortex (PMd) in the allocentric as compared to the target-directed task. Importantly, movement kinematics and the visual component of the task were matched. Thus, the differences in brain activation were due to differences in visual spatial coding. The activation in LOC is consistent with earlier work suggesting that the ventral visual stream plays a critical role in tasks such as copying and drawing. We also found that SPOC, MT+, and the posterior IPS were engaged more when visual feedback was available than when it was not, for movements in both allocentric and target-directed tasks. This finding is consistent with the idea that the dorsal visual stream plays a critical role in the visual control of the arm and hand.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Subjects
--------

Fourteen right handed volunteers participated in the fMRI experiment and a ∼45-min behavioral practice session. All subjects read and signed the informed consent form and were paid 60 CAD as compensation. All procedures were approved by the Ethics Board of the University of Western Ontario.

Apparatus and set-up
--------------------

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the experimental set-up. A laptop PC was used to run the experiment (Dell Inspiron 6000, 1.7 GHz, 1 GB RAM; ATI Mobility Radeon X300 Video Adapter). A USB controlled touch panel (KTT-120LAM-USB, 4-wire technology; Keytec, Garland, TX, USA) was used to measure hand movements and an LCD projector (AVOTEC Silent Vision Model 6011, Avotec, FL, USA) was used to show the visual scene. The PC, touch panel, and LCD projector were connected as follows: A cable ran from the touch panel located in the scanner room through a filter plate into the USB controller located in the control room. The cable was passed through the filter plate via sub-D 9 pin connection. The USB controller was connected via USB port to the PC. VGA video output ran from the PC through the filter plate into the projector located in the scanner room.

![**Illustration of the experimental set-up**. For details see text.](fnhum-05-00092-g002){#F2}

Stimuli were viewed through a front-surface mirror mounted on top of the head-coil and were projected with the LCD projector on a rear-projection screen located behind the head-coil in the bore. The viewing distance was 290 mm, and the size of the projected image in mm was 200 (h) × 150 (v). The spatial and temporal resolution of the display was 1024 (h) × 768 (v) pixel and 60 Hz, respectively.

Hand movements were recorded with a hand-held stylus on the touch panel. The touch panel consisted of a glass panel laminated with a touch sensitive "plastic" film (resistive technology). A touch of the panel is registered as a change in base voltage (base voltage = 3 V). Base Voltage and voltage registration were handled through the USB controller. The panel was free of metal parts except for thin wiring running between the glass and the film around the rim of the panel. The size of the work area on the panel was 249 (h) × 187 (v) mm. The panel was calibrated to the display via 25-point calibration and custom software, so that a 1-mm movement of the hand on the panel corresponded to a 2.3-mm movement of the cursor on the visual display.

The touch panel was placed above the subject's abdomen on a wooden platform, which was affixed to the scanner bed via notches in the side of the scanner bed. The platform's height, tilt, and distance to the subject were adjusted on an individual basis. Subsequent to this "hardware" adjustment, we also performed a software adjustment, during which the origin of the panel coordinate system could be shifted. The goal of these adjustments was to create a set-up in which subjects could comfortably control the screen cursor by moving their hand on the touch panel without moving their head, shoulder, or upper arm. As additional precautions against movements of the head and shoulder, the subject's head was stabilized inside the coil with foam padding and the subject's arms and shoulder were stabilized with padding and with a strap running across the chest and shoulders from one side of the scanner bed to the other.

Panel coordinates were sampled at 120 Hz and the video display was updated at 60 Hz. Coordinate sampling and display updating were synchronized so that only every other sample from the panel was used for display purposes. However, all samples were saved to disk for off-line analysis of movement kinematics. Software was written in C/C++ using OpenGL and Windows API.

Experimental conditions and behavioral tasks
--------------------------------------------

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (top panel) illustrates the eight experimental conditions that stem from the combination of the three experimental variables *task* (target-directed vs. allocentric), *visual feedback* (visual feedback vs. no-visual feedback), and *visual field* (left vs. right). In all conditions, the background of the visual scene was colored gray, the fixation target was a 0.4° diameter black circle with 0.2° diameter gray center and there were always four separate target dots, each of which was a 1° diameter circle of a different color (white, black, green, or pink) with a 0.2° diameter gray center. The white--black pair of target dots was always in one hemifield (right or left) while the pink--green pair was in the other. Which pair was in which hemifield varied from block to block.

![**Top panel: illustration of the eight experimental conditions that stem from the combination of the three experimental variables *task* (target-directed vs. allocentric), *visual feedback* (visual feedback vs. no-visual feedback), and *visual field* (left vs. right)**. For ease of visualization, only one trial is illustrated for each condition, but movements were performed in sequences of eight. As described in the text, the color, and position of the dots was systematically varied across conditions. **Bottom panel:** illustration of the temporal structure of a run. In keeping with the behavioral paradigm, we used an fMRI block design. In addition to the eight experimental conditions, subjects also performed "wait" and "get ready" conditions. Each subject performed eight runs.](fnhum-05-00092-g003){#F3}

The general task during a block was to perform a sequence of eight movements, one movement after the other, while keeping the gaze directed at the fixation target. At the beginning of each trial, four target dots would appear and remained visible for 1 s. Subjects were required to initiate the instructed movement as soon as the targets appeared. After the target-dots disappeared, the subjects had an additional 2 s to complete their movement before the next configuration of target-dots appeared. Thus, the total duration of a block was 24 s.

Before the start of a block, a visual instruction was shown for 2 s below the fixation target. The instruction told subjects what task that had to perform and what the visual feedback conditions were going to be. With respect to the task, subjects were told which of the target dots were going to be relevant for programming the hand movements in the upcoming block. For example, the target-directed instruction "black" (or "green") in the beginning of a block instructed subjects, that their task on each trial in a block was to move the cursor (visible or invisible) from one black (or green) target dot to the next (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, top left panel, illustrates the instruction "black"). In contrast, the allocentric instruction "pink to green" (or "white to black") instructed subjects that their task on each trial in a block was to move the cursor so that its new position with respect to its original location replicated the relative position of the green (or black) dot with respect to the pink (or white) one on that trial (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, top right panel, illustrates the instruction "pink to green").

The instruction also informed subjects if visual feedback about their moving hand would be available or not in the upcoming block ("vision" or "no vision"). When available, visual feedback was provided via a screen cursor that was a 1° diameter black cross on a yellow 1° diameter circle with a black rim.

The position of the relevant target dots and the starting point of the cursor varied with respect to the hemifields in which they were presented. The labeling of the conditions followed the hemifield in which the cursor moved. Thus, in both target-directed and allocentric right or left visual field conditions, the cursor was always located in the right or left field, respectively. As described in the beginning of this section, and illustrated in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the black--white and pink--green pairs of target dots always occupied opposite sides of the visual field during any given block. Importantly, in the target-directed task, the target-dots relevant for movement programming (i.e., black or green) were always located in hemifield as the cursor, whereas in the allocentric task the target-dots relevant for movement programming (i.e., white--black or pink--green) were always located in the hemifield opposite the cursor (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that in the allocentric task the dots relevant for moving were in the hemifield opposite to that in which the cursor moved was solely due to the fact that if we had placed the target dots in the same hemifield as the cursor, then the allocentric task would have been quite similar to the target-directed task, because the visual work space in the scanner is so small.

Across all runs, the different experimental instructions (i.e., "black," "green," "pink to green," "white to black") occurred equally often within and across the right and left visual fields. This ensured that the visual display was completely counterbalanced across all the conditions (except of course for the visual vs. no-visual feedback conditions, where a cursor was present or not).

The exact positions of the target dots within each hemifield were varied from trial to trial in a pseudo-random schedule, based on the following criteria: (1) the eccentricity of the targets dots was between 9° and 17° visual angle, (2) the intended displacement of the cursor for the task was between 13° and 18° visual angle, (3) the specified movement was unique, i.e., the target had to be selected so that subjects had to perform the task they were instructed to do, because otherwise they would generate an incorrect response, and (4) on average, movement biomechanics, and visual displays were the same in allocentric and target-directed tasks.

In addition to the eight experimental conditions, subjects also performed "wait" and "get ready" conditions. During "wait" conditions, subjects were instructed to leave their hand where it was, i.e., to not move it. The displays during the "wait" conditions contained the black fixation target on a gray background and the word "wait" right below the fixation target. During "get ready" conditions subjects were instructed to get ready for the next movement block, i.e., to move the visual feedback cursor to the indicated starting position in the right or left visual field. Displays during get ready conditions contained the fixation target on gray background, the visual feedback cursor, the cursor starting point for the next block, and the words "get ready" right below the fixation target.

Functional paradigm
-------------------

Each participant performed eight runs. In keeping with the behavioral paradigm, our functional paradigm was a block design. We used a block design for the following reasons: (1) in general, block designs are statistically efficient to detect differences in activation between conditions (e.g., Friston et al., [@B23]) (2) beta weights in randomized trial designs are more sensitive to the fit between model HRF and actual HRF than beta weights in block designs. Importantly, HRFs differ considerably between various brain regions, i.e., cerebellum, M1, LOC, etc. (e.g., Miezin et al., [@B48]). Thus, to avoid any potential bias in our analysis due to differences in HRF shape between brain areas, we chose a block design. (3) Behavioral pilot experiences showed that subjects felt more comfortable, and did better as measured in terms of accuracy and reliability, when they performed the tasks in mini-blocks as compared to randomized trial sequences.

The general temporal structure of a run is depicted in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel. Each run started with a 10-s "wait" period and ended with a 16-s "wait" period. In between these two wait periods, each of the eight types of experimental blocks occurred once (24 s per block, with eight movements per block). Each experimental block was preceded by a "get ready" period (4 s), a "wait" period (12 s), and a visual instruction cue (2 s), in that order. Each experimental block was followed by a "wait" period (6 s). The total wait time at the end of a run was thus 22 s (6 + 16 s). Therefore, the total duration of a run was 410 s (6 min 50 s). Altogether, each subject performed a total of 512 movements in the experiment (8 runs, 8 blocks per run, 8 movements per block).

During the "get ready" period that occurred halfway through a run, the visual field was switched from left-to-right or *vice versa*, depending on which visual field had been used during the first half of the run. The type of visual field switches (i.e., left-to-right or right-to-left) changed across runs and was counterbalanced across subjects (7 Ss had left-to-right as a first switch, 7 Ss had right-to-left as a first switch). The order of the four movement tasks (allocentric--visual feedback, allocentric--no-visual feedback, target-directed--visual feedback, target-directed--no-visual feedback) and the two visual fields was counterbalanced in a way that ensured that each of the eight unique experimental conditions occurred once in every position during the experiment and that every condition was preceded by every other condition. Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in Appendix provides example protocols that illustrate the schematic order of conditions.

fMRI scanning parameters
------------------------

All imaging was performed at the Robarts Research Institute (London, ON, Canada) on a 3-Tesla, whole-body MRI system (Magnetom Tim Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel head-coil. Repetition Time \[TR\] was 2 s. We used a FOV of 211 mm and 64 × 64 matrix size, which led to in-slice resolution of 3.3 mm × 3.3 mm. Slice thickness was 3.5 mm and we acquired 38 contiguous axial slices covering the whole brain (including cerebellum) in ascending interleaved order. Echo time \[TE\] was 30 ms and Flip-Angle \[FA\] was 78°. Anatomical Images of the whole brain were acquired at a resolution of 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm using an optimized sequence (MPRAGE). Prior to the start of functional scanning for each run, a shimming procedure was employed to reach magnetic field homogeneity. Then, 205 functional volumes were acquired for each run.

Procedure
---------

Prior to fMRI, each subject participated in a ∼45-min behavioral practice session, during which the subject performed at least four practice runs to get acquainted with the paradigm, and during which the experimenter confirmed that the subjects followed the instructions regarding eye-movements. The practice session took place on a different day than fMRI scanning. Runs during the behavioral practice session simulated runs during fMRI, with the only difference being that the subject was seated in front of a computer screen and the touch panel was positioned on top of a table in front of the computer screen.

Setting up the fMRI experiment took approximately 30 min. After set-up, subjects could practice the task inside the scanner for as long as they wished (typically one to two runs). Data from that period was not saved to disk. Once the subject felt comfortable with the set-up and task, the fMRI paradigm started. Each subject performed eight functional runs. Anatomical images were acquired either halfway through the experiment (i.e., after the fourth run), or at the end.

Analysis of hand movement data
------------------------------

Movement data were analyzed using Matlab R14 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The movement trace for each block within a run was first filtered with a 4-Hz cut off filter. Then, movement velocities were determined by numerical differentiation of movement traces and filtered once more. The severe filtering was necessary to remove jitter introduced by physical vibrations of the scanner bed that were caused by the EPI sequences. Subsequently, we used movement velocities to determine the start and endpoints of the eight successive movements that subjects had made during a block. To do this, we first selected groups of successive coordinates where movement velocity fell below 10 mm/s for a minimum duration of 333 ms. Due to the nature of the paradigm, which required subjects to make eight movements during each block, we identified nine of these minimal velocity periods (including the beginning of the movement). Start and end points were then computed as the median of the *x* and *y* coordinates within each of these minimal velocity periods. For example, the start and endpoints of the first movement in a block were computed as the medians of the first and second minimal velocity periods, and the start and endpoints of the second movement in a block were computed as the medians of the second and third minimal velocity periods, and so on. This way we measured 512 movements for each subject across all conditions and runs, representing 64 movements for each of the eight experimental conditions across runs.

To measure each subject's performance on each movement, we calculated the distance and orientation of the movement vector as the length and direction of the straight line joining the start and endpoint of each movement. That is, we computed the cursor-to-cursor vector. In the target-directed task, we evaluated the accuracy of this vector with respect to two kinds of ideal vectors: the first of these was the cursor-to-target vector, which represented the vector between the start point of the movement (where the cursor was at the end of the last movement) and the new target position. The second of these was the target-to-target vector, which represented the vector between the position of the previous target and the position of the new target. If a subject were 100% accurate and always acquired the specified targets, then the two vectors would always be identical. In the allocentric task, there was only one ideal vector. Specifically, in the allocentric task subjects were asked to copy the target-to-target vector on every trial. Thus, the start point of the cursor always represented the position of the reference target in the opposite hemifield. It follows then, that if the target-to-target vector were "superimposed" on the start point of the cursor to create some sort of a virtual target, the cursor-to-target-vector computed based on this "virtual" target would be the same as the target-to-target vector. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the various vectors were computed in the target-directed and allocentric tasks.

![**Illustration of the vectors computed in the context of behavioral data analyses for target-directed and allocentric tasks**. Capital C and T refer to the position of the cursor and target, respectively. Subscripts refer to trial numbers. C~0~ denotes the starting point of the cursor in the beginning of a block. T~0~ denotes the starting target, or starting reference target, respectively, in the beginning of a block. T′ denotes the "virtual" target in the allocentric task, which is the position that would correspond to the display target if the target-to-target vector were "superimposed" on the start point of the cursor. Thus, in the allocentric task the cursor-to-target vector is the same as the target-to-target vector. For more details, see text.](fnhum-05-00092-g004){#F4}

To compare movement and ideal vectors, we computed distance and orientation errors. Distance error was the difference between the actual distance and indicated movement distance (in millimeter) using the *x* and *y* coordinates of the touch panel. Orientation error was the angular difference between the actual and intended movement direction. We then used these variables to compute both constant and variable errors, i.e., mean and SD.

Analysis of fMRI data
---------------------

fMRI data were analyzed using Brain Voyager QX version 1.10.4 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands).

### Preprocessing

For all runs, the first five volumes were discarded from functional data analysis, but the first volume was used for functional-to-anatomical co-registration. Each run was subjected to slice scan-time correction (Tri-linear sinc), linear trend removal, and 3-D motion correction (Tri-linear sinc). 3-D motion correction was performed such that each volume within a run was aligned to the functional volume closest to the anatomical scan. We then co-registered the functional volume closest to the anatomical scan to the anatomical image for each participant. Then, functional data for each subject were mapped into standard stereotactic space (Talairach and Tournoux, [@B65]) using the transformation parameters, obtained from that subject's anatomical image. Subsequently, time courses were spatially smoothed (FWHM 6 mm Gaussian).

### Functional analysis

To obtain activity related to the eight different experimental conditions, we applied a GLM to the *z*-transformed time courses. The GLM included one predictor of no interest for the "get ready" condition and one predictor for each of the eight experimental conditions. The experimental predictors included the visual cue. We treated the "wait" conditions as baseline. Predictors were obtained by convolving a boxcar function that spanned the duration of the event (i.e., either an experimental block or the get ready phase) with the standard 2-gamma HRF with default settings (time to response peak = 5 s; time to undershoot peak = 15 s; response undershoot ratio = 6). The GLM was run as a fixed-effects model for each subject and as a random-effects model across subjects. Statistical significance was assessed on the individual voxel level for the whole brain (including the cerebellum) using conjunction analyses based on the minimum *p*-value (Nichols et al., [@B51]). In the context of this analysis the same statistical threshold is applied to each component contrast. It follows, that to be considered significant for the conjunction as a whole a voxel had to be significant for each individual statistical test within the conjunction. To control the rate of type-I errors in the statistical map obtained from the conjunction analysis, we applied a cluster size threshold (Forman et al., [@B22]). Cluster threshold values were estimated in volume space using the BrainVoyager Cluster Threshold Estimator Plugin (Goebel et al., [@B26]). The particular set of conjunctions we used was motivated by our research hypotheses. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the conjunctions that we used, their minimum *p*-values and their cluster size thresholds. More details with regard to the analyses and their interpretation are given in the Section ["Results."](#s2){ref-type="sec"}

###### 

**Names, *p*-values, and syntax of conjunctions used for statistical analysis of functional fMRI data**.

  Condition abbreviations                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------------- ---------------------------------------
   AlloVisL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Allocentric       --visual feedback      -- left visual field cursor movement
   AlloNoVisL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Allocentric       --no-visual feedback   -- left visual field cursor movement
   TarVisL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Target-directed   --visual feedback      -- left visual field cursor movement
   TarNoVisL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Target-directed   --no-visual feedback   -- left visual field cursor movement
   AlloVisR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Allocentric       --visual feedback      -- right visual field cursor movement
   AlloNoVisR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Allocentric       --no-visual feedback   -- right visual field cursor movement
   TarVisR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Target-directed   --visual feedback      -- right visual field cursor movement
   TarNoVisR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Target-directed   --no-visual feedback   -- right visual field cursor movement
  "Experimental task \> baseline," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = 252 mm^3^(AlloVisL \> 0) AND (AlloNoVisL \> 0) AND (TarVisL \> 0) AND (TarNoVisL \> 0) AND (AlloVisR \> 0) AND (AlloNoVisR \> 0) AND (TarVisR \> 0) AND (TarNoVisR \> 0)"Visual feedback \> no-visual feedback," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = 72 mm^3^(AlloVisL \> 0) AND (TarVisL \> 0) AND (AlloVisR \> 0) AND (TarVisR \> 0) AND (AlloVisL \> AlloNoVisL) AND (AlloVisR \> AlloNoVisR) AND(TarVisL \> TarNoVisL) AND (TarVisR \> TarNoVisR)"No-visual feedback \> visual feedback," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = n.a.(AlloNoVisL \> 0) AND (TarNoVisL \> 0) AND (AlloNoVisR \> 0) AND (TarNoVisR \> 0) AND (AlloNoVisL \> AlloVisL) AND (AlloNoVisR \> AlloVisR) AND(TarNoVisL \> TarVisL) AND (TarNoVisR \> TarVisR)"Allocentric \> target-directed," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = 99 mm^3^(AlloVisL \> 0) AND (AlloNoVisL \> 0) AND (AlloVisR \> 0) AND (AlloNoVisR \> 0) AND (AlloVisL \> TarVisL) AND (AlloNoVisL \> TarNoVisL) AND (Allo-VisR \> TarVisR) AND (AlloNoVisR \> TarNoVisR)"Allocentric \> target-directed (cursor movement in LVF, relevant target-dots in RVF)," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = 153 mm^3^(AlloVisL \> 0) AND (AlloNoVisL \> 0) AND (AlloVisL \> TarVisL) AND (AlloNoVisL \> TarNoVisL)"Allocentric \> target-directed (cursor movement in RVF, relevant target-dots in LVF)," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = 117 mm^3^(AlloVisR \> 0) AND (AlloNoVisR \> 0) AND (AlloVisR \> TarVisR) AND (AlloNoVisR \> TarNoVisR)"Target-directed \> allocentric," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = n.a.(TarVisL \> 0) AND (TarNoVisL \> 0) AND (TarVisR \> 0) AND (AllNoVisR \> 0) AND (TarVisL \> AlloVisL) AND (TarNoVisL \> AlloNoVisL) AND(TarVisR \> AlloVisR) AND (TarNoVisR \> AlloNoVisR)"Target-directed \> allocentric (cursor movement in LVF, relevant target-dots in LVF)," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = n.a.(TarVisL \> 0) AND (TarNoVisL \> 0) AND (TarVisL \> AlloVisL) AND (TarNoVisL \> AlloNoVisL)"Target-directed \> allocentric (cursor movement in RVF, relevant target-dots in RVF)," *p* \< 0.005, cluster size threshold = 36 mm^3^(TarVisR \> 0) AND (AllNoVisR \> 0) AND (TarVisR \> AlloVisR) AND (TarNoVisR \> AlloNoVisR)"Visual feedback target-directed \> visual feedback allocentric," *p* \< 0.0025, cluster size threshold = 36 mm^3^(TarVisR + TarVisL \> 0) AND (TarVisR + TarVisL \> AlloVisR + AlloVisL)"Visual feedback allocentric \> visual feedback target-directed," *p* \< 0.0025, cluster size threshold = 171 mm^3^ (AlloVisR + AlloVisL \> 0) AND (AlloVisR + AlloVisL \> TarVisR + TarVisL)                                            

*Individual statistical tests within a conjunction are written in parenthesis. "AND" indicates the logical AND operator. Statistical thresholds (*p*-values) were those applied to each of the component contrasts in the conjunction (Nichols et al., [@B51]). Probability of type-I errors in the resulting activation map was controlled using cluster size thresholds (Forman et al., [@B22]). Cluster size thresholds are computed taking into account the spatial smoothness (or correlation) of an activation map (Forman et al., [@B22]; Goebel et al., [@B26]). Therefore, cluster size thresholds have to be determined for each activation map separately. It is for this reason that cluster size thresholds could differ among conjunctions. Cluster size thresholds were not computed when no significant activation was observed. In those cases, cluster size threshold were not applicable (n.a.; compare Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). To enable comparison of results across analyses, conjunctions that use simple comparisons (i.e., tests that compare one condition to another) use *p* \< 0.005 for each individual test, whereas conjunctions that use complex comparisons (i.e., tests that compare averages of two conditions) use *p* \< 0.0025*.

Where statistically suitable, we validated the results obtained with our conjunction analyses using a 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA, with "task," "visual field," and "visual feedback" as within subjects factors. The results of the ANOVA were first evaluated using Bonferroni corrected significance thresholds (*p* \< 0.1). If this analysis did not reveal a significant result in an area that had been identified using the conjunction analyses, we subsequently evaluated the result using cluster size thresholds (*p* \< 0.0001). This way, we were able to determine if the "lack of activity" in the ANOVA as compared to our conjunction analysis was due to the more conservative statistical criterion as introduced by Bonferroni correction, or due to a qualitatively different result.

Results and Discussion {#s2}
======================

Behavioral
----------

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of the analysis of movement data collected during fMRI collapsed across the right and left visual fields. We collapsed across visual fields, because an initial statistical analysis in which we had subjected each of the behavioral measures to a repeated measures ANOVA with task, visual feedback, and visual field as within subjects factors, had revealed no significant effects of field. The results of repeated measures ANOVA with task and visual feedback as within subject factors are shown in the rightmost column of Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. As mentioned in the Section ["Materials and Methods,"](#s1){ref-type="sec"} for the allocentric task, accuracy measures using the cursor-to-target vector are same as those using the "target-to-target" vector (i.e., these two reference vectors are identical).

###### 

**Summary of analysis of hand movement data collected during fMRI**.

                                                                                Target directed-- no-visual feedback   Allocentric no- visual feedback   Target-directed visual feedback   Allocentric visual feedback   Sign. effects (*p* \< 0.05)
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------
  Average distance between targets (mm)                                         28.7                                   27.6                              28.7                              28.0                          --
  Average movement distance (mm)                                                31.8                                   30.5                              28.5                              26.8                          --
  Average distance error (mm) (with respect to target-to-target vector)         3.1                                    2.9                               −0.2                              −1.2                          --
  Average distance error (mm) (with respect to cursor-to-target vector)         0.9                                    2.9                               0.1                               −1.2                          --
  SD distance error (mm) (with respect to target-to-target vector)              7.1                                    7.2                               1.5                               4.3                           T, V, TxV
  SD distance error (mm) (with respect to cursor-to-target vector)              9.2                                    7.2                               1.2                               4.3                           T, V, TxV
  Average direction error (degrees) (with respect to target-to-target vector)   1.5                                    2.2                               −0.9                              0                             V
  Average direction error (degrees) (with respect to cursor-to-target vector)   1                                      2.2                               −0.4                              0                             V
  SD direction error (degrees) (with respect to target-to-target vector)        10.4                                   10.3                              2.9                               8.8                           T, V, TxV
  SD direction error (degrees) (with respect to cursor-to-target vector)        15.9                                   10.3                              2.2                               8.8                           T, V, TxV

*It is evident that subjects' performance was accurate and reliable in all conditions, and that both constant and variable errors were smaller when visual feedback was available as compared to when it was not available. The effect of visual feedback seems stronger for the target-directed task. Data about distances are shown in physical touch panel coordinates. Visual display coordinates can be obtained by multiplying by 2.3 (see also [Materials and Methods](#s1){ref-type="sec"}). Direction data are shown in degrees, which were the same physically and visually. The right column lists variables whose effects were found to be significant (*p* \< 0.05) in repeated measures ANOVA with task (T) and visual feedback (V) as factors. Main effects are denoted by capital letters. Interaction effects are denoted by capital letters and "x." For example, T × V denotes the interaction between task and visual feedback*.

It is evident from Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, subjects' performance was accurate and reliable in all conditions, regardless of whether we used cursor-to-target or target-to-target vector as the reference vector, even in the target-directed task, where these two measures might differ from trial to trial. This shows that subjects were able to do the tasks. In addition, it is evident that in both target-directed and allocentric conditions both constant and variable errors were smaller when visual feedback was available as compared to when it was not available. This means that subjects used visual feedback to control their movements in both target-directed and allocentric tasks. Interestingly, the effect of visual feedback seems stronger for the target-directed task, which is also reflected in the significant interaction effects between task and vision for direction and distance SD. This result is consistent with previous data from our lab -- and suggests that visual feedback control is stronger for target-directed as compared with allocentric movements (Thaler and Goodale, [@B67]). Finally, we want to point out that physical movement distances were small (∼30 mm) and similar across all conditions. This was expected from our experimental set-up.

fMRI
----

### Shared activation

To determine which parts of the brain were active during all eight experimental conditions, we used a conjunction analysis that identified those voxels that were more active during each of the eight experimental conditions than during baseline (conjunction "Experimental Task \> Baseline" in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The voxels that were identified this way signify a "shared sensory--motor network," which comprises activity due the planning and execution of hand movements in all conditions. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, which also provides gridlines which can be used to determine the location of activation foci in stereotactic coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, [@B65]). It is evident from Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} that the activation comprises known sensory--motor areas in occipital, parietal, and frontal cortices, as well as the cerebellum, basal ganglia, and thalamus. In particular, we found lateralized activation in the left motor strip, in anterior portions of the left IPS, and in right cerebellar lobules V and VIII. This pattern of activity makes sense considering that subjects performed movements with their right hand, and considering that these areas are typically activated by movements performed with the contra (cortex) or ipsilateral (cerebellum) upper limb. Activity in the basal ganglia comprises mostly the putamen. In both the basal ganglia and thalamus activity appears to be stronger on the left side, with most of the left-lateralized activity in the thalamus evident in the pulvinar nucleus and ventral posterior and ventral lateral nuclei. This pattern of activity also makes sense considering that the basal ganglia are involved in contralateral limb movements, that M1 and cerebellar lobules V and VIII form a motor loop via ventral nuclei in the thalamus (Strick et al., [@B64]), and that the pulvinar relays information between cortical areas (Sherman and Guillery, [@B62]). In addition, we found bilateral activity in the middle temporal lobe near the occipito-temporal border, as well as in superior occipital cortex and the posterior and superior portions of parietal cortex. We did not see activity in calcarine cortex. This suggests that the presence of the four small target dots in the movement blocks did not significantly increase activity in calcarine cortex over baseline, during which subjects were presented with the same gray screen and fixation target as during movement blocks. In short, our initial conjunction analysis identified a "shared sensory--motor network" that maps onto what is currently known about areas of the human brain involved in the production of spatially directed movements of the upper limbs (for reviews see Culham and Valyear, [@B14]; Culham et al., [@B13]; Strick et al., [@B64]; Filimon, [@B20]). Please note that the 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA does not provide a main or interaction effect that would be statistically equivalent to the conjunction "Experimental Task \> Baseline."

![**Results of the conjunction analysis "Experimental Task \> Baseline" (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) overlaid on subjects' average Talairach-brain (*n* = **14**)**. Statistical thresholds were those applied to each of the component contrasts in the conjunction. Probability of type-I errors in the resulting activation map was controlled using cluster size thresholds. Significant activity (clusters colored gray) a "shared sensory--motor network." It is evident that the activation comprises known sensory--motor areas in occipital, parietal, and frontal cortices, as well as the cerebellum, basal ganglia, and thalamus. **Top panels:** transverse slice views of activation foci and stereotactic coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, [@B65]). The numerical values above each panel denote the *z*-dimension, white gridlines denote the *x*-dimension, and red gridlines denote the *y*-dimension in Talairach-space. **Bottom panels:** coronal slice views. The numerical values above each panel denote the *y*-dimension, white gridlines denote the *x*-dimension, and red gridlines denote the *z*-dimension in Talairach-space.](fnhum-05-00092-g005){#F5}

### Visual feedback vs. no-visual feedback

To determine which parts of the brain were active during the presence of visual feedback for hand movements in both target-directed and allocentric conditions and for both right and left visual field conditions, we used a conjunction analysis. That is, we identified those voxels that were more active during each of the four visual feedback conditions than they were during baseline conditions as well as during the biomechanically and spatially matched no-visual feedback counterparts (conjunction "Visual Feedback \> No-Visual Feedback" in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The voxels that were identified this way revealed a "visual feedback network" (the brain areas colored yellow in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), which comprises activity related to the presence -- and presumably the use of - the visible cursor. Stereotactic coordinates of activation foci are provided in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

![**Results of the conjunction analysis "Visual Feedback \> No-Visual Feedback" (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) overlaid on subjects' average Talairach-brain (*n* = **14**)**. Statistical thresholds (*p* \< 0.005) were those applied to each of the component contrasts in the conjunction. Probability of type-I errors in the resulting activation map was controlled using cluster size thresholds. Brain areas that are activated by visual feedback are shown in yellow. It is evident that visual feedback leads to an increase in BOLD activation in middle temporal regions, superior parietal--occipital cortex (SPOC), and in posterior portions of the intra-parietal sulcus (IPS). Stereotactic coordinates of activation foci are provided in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Insets illustrate the degree of overlap between "visual feedback areas" and the "shared sensory--motor network" (gray). No insets are provided for areas overlapped entirely by the "shared sensorimotor network." Event related averages of regions depicted in yellow are shown as well.](fnhum-05-00092-g006){#F6}

###### 

**Results of conjunction analyses defined in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**.

  Label                                                                                      No of voxels (1 mm^3^)   Tal *x*   Tal *y*   Tal *z*   Average *t*   Average *p*
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ --------- --------- --------- ------------- -------------
  **Visual feedback \> no-visual feedback**                                                                                                                       
   IPS(posterior)(L)                                                                         717                      −24       −54       47        4.222703      0.001181
   IPS(posterior)(R)                                                                         940                      26        −58       51        4.472587      0.000944
   SPOC(L)                                                                                   1372                     −18       −81       25        4.433816      0.000978
   SPOC(R)                                                                                   1846                     20        −81       29        4.400718      0.001017
   MT + (L)                                                                                  4405                     −42       −71       1         4.976565      0.000688
   MT + (R)                                                                                  5736                     42        −64       1         5.076547      0.000630
  **No-visual feedback \> visual feedback**                                                                                                                       
  --                                                                                         --                       --        --        --        --            --
  **Allocentric \> target-directed**                                                                                                                              
   PMd(L)                                                                                    132                      −26       −11       55        3.955076      0.001742
   PMd(R)                                                                                    264                      26        −12       53        4.045617      0.001506
   IPS(Fundus) (L)                                                                           2307                     −39       −46       41        4.278008      0.001097
   IPS(posterior)(R)                                                                         212                      21        −67       43        3.956419      0.001740
   IPS/SPL(posterior)(L)^ncl^                                                                32                       −19       −66       50        3.905527      0.001864
  **Allocentric \> target-directed (cursor movement in LVF, relevant target-dots in RVF)**                                                                        
   PMd(L)                                                                                    1341                     −23       −10       52        4.459953      0.000971
   PMd(R)                                                                                    960                      23        −9        52        4.220995      0.001254
   IPS(L)-cluster 1                                                                          5053                     −33       −52       41        4.554317      0.000834
   IPS(L)-cluster 2                                                                          623                      −24       −78       22        4.153064      0.0001323
   IPS (R)                                                                                   1432                     16        −70       47        4.142015      0.001312
   LO/FFG cluster (L)                                                                        1985                     −35       −72       −5        4.188909      0.001250
  **Allocentric \> target-directed (cursor movement in RVF, relevant target-dots in LVF)**                                                                        
   PMd(L)                                                                                    448                      −27       −11       58        4.096275      0.001453
   PMd(R)                                                                                    1019                     27        −11       55        4.161468      0.001285
   IPS(L)-cluster 1                                                                          3894                     −40       −46       41        4.434039      0.000952
   IPS(L)-cluster 2                                                                          314                      −18       −67       52        4.212807      0.001248
   IPS (R)                                                                                   4769                     32        −55       45        4.099215      0.001432
   LO(R)                                                                                     351                      42        −72       −9        4.184485      0.001254
   FFG/Cer(R)                                                                                544                      30        −64       −21       4.244320      0.001189
   PreSMA (L)                                                                                901                      −2        5         48        4.209153      0.001241
  **Target-directed \> allocentric**                                                                                                                              
  --                                                                                         --                       --        --        --        --            --
  **Target-directed \> allocentric (cursor movement in LVF, relevant target-dots in LVF)**                                                                        
  --                                                                                         --                       --        --        --        --            --
  **Target-directed \> allocentric (cursor movement in RVF, relevant target-dots in RVF)**                                                                        
  Pre/PostCG(L)- SI                                                                          406                      −37       −23       44        4.296235      0.001121
  **Visual feedback target-directed \> visual feedback allocentric**                                                                                              
   cCMA(L)                                                                                   369                      −3        −18       48        4.501454      0.000680
   Operc(L)-SII                                                                              107                      −43       −27       19        4.323746      0.000866
   PCG(L)-SI                                                                                 4365                     −35       −29       54        5.073460      0.000380
  **Visual feedback allocentric \> visual feedback target-directed**                                                                                              
   PreSMA (R/L)                                                                              2857                     3         7         48        5.018771      0.000416
   Insula(L)                                                                                 2257                     −31       16        9         5.27579       0.000322
   Insula(R)                                                                                 3239                     33        18        7         5.424837      0.000273
   PMd(L)                                                                                    3730                     −22       −9        54        5.282282      0.000345
   PMd(R)                                                                                    3982                     22        −7        56        4.800504      0.000494
   PPC/OCC(L)                                                                                20,475                   −27       −62       39        5.534847      0.000298
   PPC/OCC(R)                                                                                25,154                   28        −61       39        5.364238      0.000323
   IFG(L)                                                                                    909                      −49       −3        34        4.406901      0.000763
   IFG(R)                                                                                    3350                     44        2         25        4.857132      0.000485

*Stereotactic coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, [@B65]), *t*- and *p*-values represent the average value across voxels. ncl -- did not pass cluster size threshold*.

It is evident from Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} that visual feedback leads to an increase in BOLD activation in middle temporal regions, SPOC, and in posterior portions of the IPS. Visual feedback in our experiment was a moving cursor. It seems likely, therefore, that the activation in the middle temporal cortex reflects activity in visual motion area MT+. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the stereotactic coordinates of the activation correspond to those that have previously been reported for area MT+ (e.g., Watson et al., [@B77]; Tootell et al., [@B73]). Moreover, the time course data show stronger activation to visual cursor motion in the contralateral visual field, which is characteristic of area MT+. Interestingly, the central portions of the putative area MT+ that are active during visual feedback conditions overlap with the "shared sensory--motor network" (see inset). This implies that parts of this region are also active during no-visual feedback conditions, in which only the small, static target dots, as well as tactile and proprioceptive sensory information are available. This activation might therefore indicate that are MT+ is driven by tactile and/or proprioceptive input in our experiments, which would be consistent with previous reports that suggest that area MT+ in neurologically intact volunteers also responds to tactile motion, even though it remains to be determined to what degree this effect may be due to visual imagery (Hagen et al., [@B32]; Blake et al., [@B3]; Beauchamp et al., [@B1]). However, area MT+ also exhibits a strongly non-linear response to visual contrast. Therefore, the activity that we see in putative area MT+ during no-visual feedback conditions in our experiments may also be due to the presence of the small static target dots, even though no response was evident in V1.

The BOLD activation in SPOC extends from the posterior border of the superior end of the parietal--occipital sulcus (POS) into the occipital lobe. The time course data suggest that this region shows a preference for contralateral visual cursor motion, but the effect is less pronounced than for the activation seen in the middle temporal cortex. Interestingly, the more lateral-inferior portions of the SPOC activation, which are located more distally from the posterior border of the POS, overlap with the shared sensory--motor network, whereas the more medial-superior portions, which are located more proximally to the posterior border of the POS, do not overlap this network (see inset). Previous reports have termed the latter portion of SPOC "pSPOC" and it has also been suggested that this region might be homologous to area V6 in the monkey (Cavina-Pratesi et al., [@B7]). Overall, the activation we observed in SPOC in response to visual feedback appears to be consistent with that reported in previous reports linking activity in this part of the brain to the visual control of pointing movements (Filimon et al., [@B21]).

With regard to the visual feedback related activity in the posterior IPS, it is interesting to note that this activity, in contrast to activity in SPOC and (putative) MT+, overlaps entirely with the shared sensory--motor network. In addition, the time course data show that activity in the posterior IPS does not have contralateral visual bias. Thus, there is the possibility that the increase in activity in the posterior IPS during visual feedback is not specific to vision *per se*, but reflects instead the participation of this region in sensory--motor control based on sensory information that could arise from any modality. This interpretation is consistent with reports that link activity in posterior IPS to the performance of pointing and reaching movements, whether or not visual feedback is available (for reviews see for example Buneo and Andersen, [@B6]; Culham and Valyear, [@B14]; Culham et al., [@B13]; Filimon, [@B20]).

Finally, we want to highlight that we did not find brain areas that were more active during no-visual feedback than during visual feedback conditions, i.e., the conjunction "No-Visual Feedback \> Visual Feedback" (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) did not reveal any significant results.

In summary, the pattern of results that we see in our comparison between visual feedback and no-visual feedback conditions is consistent with the idea that area MT+ and SPOC are involved in visual feedback control for both allocentric and target-directed movements.

Validating our results from the conjunction, the main effect of "visual feedback" in the 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA revealed significant activity in the same areas as the conjunction "Visual Feedback \> No-Visual Feedback" (stereotactic coordinates of activation foci are reported in Table [A2](#TA2){ref-type="table"} in Appendix).

### Allocentric vs. target-directed visual spatial coding

#### Across visual fields

To determine which parts of the brain were more active during movements in allocentric as compared to target-directed conditions both in the presence and absence of visual feedback and in both the right and left visual fields, we used another conjunction analysis. That is, we identified those voxels that were more active during each of the four allocentric conditions than they were during baseline condition as well as during the visually and biomechanically matched target-directed counterparts (conjunction "Allocentric \> Target-Directed" in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Since the visual and biomechanical components of movements in allocentric and target-directed conditions were matched for this comparison, the activity that was identified this way comprises activity due to allocentric visual coding.

Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of this analysis. Stereotactic coordinates of activation foci are provided in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

![**Results of the conjunction analysis "Allocentric \> Target-Directed" (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) overlaid on subjects' average Talairach-brain (*n* = **14**)**. Statistical thresholds (*p* \< 0.005) were those applied to each of the component contrasts in the conjunction. Probability of type-I errors in the resulting activation map was controlled using cluster size thresholds. **Upper panel:** areas involved in allocentric spatial coding are shown in magenta. It is evident that allocentric coding led to an increase in activity in bilateral dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), the fundus of the left IPS and right posterior IPS. In addition, there was a cluster of activity in left posterior superior parietal cortex (SPL). Stereotactic coordinates of activation foci are provided in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Insets illustrate the degree of overlap between "allocentric areas" and the "shared sensory--motor network" (gray). No insets are provided for areas overlapped entirely by the "shared sensorimotor network." Event related averages of regions depicted in magenta are shown as well. **Lower panel:** slice views to illustrate relative arrangement of "visual feedback" (yellow) and "allocentric" (magenta) brain areas. It is evident that "visual feedback" and "allocentric" areas do not overlap.](fnhum-05-00092-g007){#F7}

It is evident from Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} that allocentric coding led to an increase in activity in bilateral dorsal PMd, the fundus of the left IPS and right posterior IPS. In addition, there was a cluster of activity in left posterior superior parietal cortex; this cluster, however, did not pass the cluster size threshold. We show this cluster because its position was rather similar to the position of the cluster in the right posterior IPS and because its time courses resembled the time courses of the cluster in the right posterior IPS. Importantly, "allocentric" brain areas did not overlap with "visual feedback" areas (see lower panel of Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and activity in the depth of the left IPS (fundus) extended beyond the shared sensory--motor network (also highlighted with yellow circles in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

Activity in the fundus of the IPS has been implicated in the computation of numerical magnitude and the estimation of length of line segments (Hubbard et al., [@B35]; Tudusciuc and Nieder, [@B74], [@B75]; Nieder and Dehaene, [@B52]). It has also been suggested that the left IPS might be particularly relevant for the computation of fine-grained magnitude estimates (Nieder and Dehaene, [@B52]). The allocentric task required subjects to determine the distance (and direction) between two dots and use this information to perform a hand movement. In a way, the allocentric task is therefore akin to a task that requires the exact estimation of a line segment's length or visual magnitude. This could explain why performance of the allocentric task resulted in increased activity in the fundus of the IPS. The left-lateralized nature of the activity we observed might potentially be due to the fact that subjects performed movements with their right hand, or due to true lateralization for the sort of allocentric movements that were performed in our experiment. More research is needed to address this.

With regard to the activity in posterior parietal cortex and the PMd it is important to note that this activity overlapped entirely with the shared sensory--motor network. Previous work has linked activity in PMd to the selection of movement parameters (e.g., Cisek and Kalaska, [@B9]; Beurze et al., [@B2]; for review see for example Chouinard and Paus, [@B8]; Medendorp et al., [@B47]) and activity in the IPS (and SPL) to processes involved in visuo-motor transformations and movement planning (e.g., Beurze et al., [@B2]; for reviews see for example Buneo and Andersen, [@B6]; Medendorp et al., [@B47]). Therefore, the increase in activity in these areas might suggest that movements for which the visual spatial coding is allocentric places a higher load on processes involved in movement selection and visuo-motor transformations compared to movements for which the visual spatial coding is target-directed. There is also the possibility that the activity increase in PMd and IPS is driven by purely visual transformations, independent of movement planning. For example, it has been shown that the SPL is involved in mental rotation paradigms and general coordinate transforms and that these tasks also drive responses in PMd (e.g., Lamm et al., [@B44]). It is possible that the allocentric task is composed of the target-directed task plus a visual component. This visual component could consist of a mental transformation of the allocentrically defined response vector into another visual reference frame, which would, perhaps, drive a similar network as the one involved in mental rotation.

Finally, we want to highlight that we did not find brain areas that were more active during target-directed than during allocentric conditions, i.e., the conjunction "Target-Directed \> Allocentric" (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) did not reveal any significant activations.

Validating our results from the conjunction, the main effect of "task" in the 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA revealed significant activity in the same areas as the conjunction "Allocentric \> Target-Directed" (stereotactic coordinates of activation foci are reported in Table [A2](#TA2){ref-type="table"} in Appendix).

##### Separately for right and left visual fields

To determine which parts of the brain were more active during allocentric as compared to target-directed conditions both with and without visual feedback, but separately for the left and right visual fields, we used a conjunction analysis. That is, we identified voxels in each visual field separately that were more active during both allocentric feedback conditions than during baseline and during their visually and biomechanically matched target-directed counterparts \[conjunction "Allocentric \> Target-Directed (Cursor movement in LVF, relevant target-dots in RVF)" and "Allocentric \> Target-Directed (Cursor movement in RVF, relevant target-dots in LVF)" in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. Again, since the visual and biomechanical components of movements in allocentric and target-directed conditions were matched for this comparison, the activity that is identified this way comprised activity due to visual spatial coding. Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} show the results of this analysis. The analysis revealed significant activations in PMd, posterior parietal cortex as well as in lateral and inferior occipital cortex. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} contains stereotactic coordinates of the activations. As expected from the way the conjunction analysis was constructed, the activations in PMd and parietal cortex include those activations that we identified when we evaluated allocentric activity for both the right and left visual fields combined (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Thus, for conciseness, Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} illustrates results for only the occipital lobe.

![**Results of the conjunction "Allocentric \> Target-Directed (Cursor movement in LVF, relevant target-dots in RVF)" and "Allocentric \> Target-Directed (Cursor movement in RVF, relevant target-dots in LVF)" (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) with regard to the occipital lobe, overlaid on subjects' average Talairach-brain (*n* = **14**)**. Statistical thresholds (*p* \< 0.005) were those applied to each of the component contrasts in the conjunction. Probability of type-I errors in the resulting activation map was controlled using cluster size thresholds. It is evident that activity in the occipital lobe related to allocentric spatial coding included posterior portions of the fusiform gyrus (FFG) and portions of lateral occipital cortex adjacent and posterior to putative visual motion area MT+ (putative area LO). For stereotactic coordinates of activation foci see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Brain areas in the occipital lobe that are more active during allocentric movements performed in the right or left visual field are denoted in red and blue, respectively. Also shown are "visual feedback areas" (yellow) and the "shared sensory--motor network" (gray). The inset in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows activity without the "shared sensory--motor network" to illustrate the border between cerebellum and activity in inferior occipital cortex. Event related averages of regions depicted in red and blue are shown as well.](fnhum-05-00092-g008){#F8}

It is evident from Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} that activity in the occipital lobe related to allocentric spatial coding included posterior portions of the fusiform gyrus (FFG) close to cortico-cerebellar boundary, as well as portions of lateral occipital cortex immediately adjacent to and posterior and inferior to putative visual motion area MT+. The increase in activity in the occipital lobe was contralateral to the side of the visual field in which the relevant targets were located, i.e., when the participants based their response on dots located in the right visual field, we observed an increase in activity in left lateral and inferior occipital cortex, and vice versa. This contralateral visual bias was also evident in the time course data. With regard to the activation that we observed in lateral (but not inferior) occipital cortex we want to point out that the location of this activation with respect to (putative) area MT+ and its contralateral bias are consistent with it being visual area LO (e.g., Malach et al., [@B45]; Niemeier et al., [@B53]). Furthermore, we want to highlight that the locations of allocentric-related activations that we observed in both lateral and inferior occipital cortex correspond well to the locations of the lesion sites in occipital cortex of patient DF (compare to Figure 3 in James et al., [@B36]).

Validating our results from the two conjunction analyses that investigated activity related to allocentric visual coding separately for the left and right visual fields, the interaction effect between task and visual field in the 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA revealed significant activity in areas in occipital cortex that coincide with those activations in occipital cortex revealed by the conjunctions "Allocentric \> Target-Directed (Cursor movement in LVF, relevant target-dots in RVF)" and "Allocentric \> Target-Directed (Cursor movement in RVF, relevant target-dots in LVF)" (stereotactic coordinates of activation foci are reported in Table [A2](#TA2){ref-type="table"} in Appendix).

Finally, we want to mention that the only brain area that was more active during target-directed than during allocentric conditions (analyzed separately for the right and left visual field) was a small patch in primary somatosensory cortex for movements in the right visual field \[conjunction "Target-Directed \> Allocentric (Movement in RVF, relevant target-dots in RVF)" in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. This activity was entirely within the shared sensory--motor network.

In summary, the data suggest that all brain areas active during the target-directed task were also active during the allocentric task. In addition, the allocentric task resulted in an increase in activity in areas that were within the "shared sensory--motor network" (posterior IPS and PMd) as well as outside (the fundus of the left IPS and the LOC).

### Visual feedback allocentric vs. visual feedback target-directed

To determine if there was a difference in brain activity between target-directed and allocentric visual feedback conditions, we used yet another conjunction analysis. That is, we identified which voxels were more active during target-directed (or allocentric) visual feedback conditions than during baseline and during their visually and biomechanically matched allocentric (or target-directed) counterparts (conjunction "Visual Feedback Target-Directed \> Visual Feedback Allocentric" and "Visual Feedback Allocentric \> Visual Feedback Target-Directed" in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). To increase the power of this analysis we averaged across the two visual fields for each individual test of the conjunction. To compensate for the associated increase in type-I error probability, we increased our significance threshold from 0.005 to 0.0025. Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} show the results of this analysis.

![**Results of the conjunction "Visual Feedback Target-Directed \> Visual Feedback Allocentric" and "Visual Feedback Allocentric \> Visual Feedback Target-Directed" (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) overlaid on subject's average Talairach-brain (*n* = **14**)**. It is evident that visual feedback leads to different patterns of activation in target-directed and allocentric movement tasks. Statistical thresholds (*p* \< 0.0025) were those applied to each of the component contrasts in the conjunction. Probability of type-I errors in the resulting activation map was controlled using cluster size thresholds. **Upper panel:** brain areas that are more active during target-directed or allocentric visual feedback conditions are denoted in green and brown, respectively. Also shown is the "shared sensory--motor network" (gray) and time courses of areas denoted in green and brown that do not overlap with the "shared sensory--motor network." For stereotactic coordinates of activation foci see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. **Lower panel:** slice views to illustrate extent of "allocentric visual feedback areas" (brown) and relative arrangement with respect to the "hared sensory--motor network" (gray).](fnhum-05-00092-g009){#F9}

In our initial analysis of visual feedback related activity (conjunction "Visual Feedback \> No-Visual Feedback," Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) we found that there was considerable overlap in visual feedback related activity across allocentric and target-directed conditions (MT+, SPOC, IPS). The current analysis, however, revealed that there were differences as well. In particular, visual feedback in the target-directed task as compared to the visual feedback in the allocentric task led to localized increases of activity in primary and secondary somatosensory cortex (SI, SII) as well as in the caudal cingulate motor area (cCMA). Only SI was included within the "shared sensory--motor network." In contrast, visual feedback in the allocentric as compared to the target-directed task, led to widespread increases in activity in frontal and parietal cortical areas that also overlapped the shared "sensory--motor network," as well as in bilateral anterior insular cortex and the right pre-supplementary motor area (preSMA). Frontal and parietal areas overlapped areas that were identified for the conjunction "Allocentric \> Target-Directed" analysis (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This was expected from the way the comparison was constructed.

The brain areas that are more active during target-directed as compared to allocentric visual feedback conditions and that do not overlap with the shared sensory--motor network (i.e., SII, cCMA) are likely to be involved in the visual feedback control of movements of the right hand. SII has been implicated in cross-modal visual--proprioceptive processing (Keysers et al., [@B39]; Bolognini et al., [@B4]). In addition, the stereotactic coordinates of the activity we observed are similar to those previously reported for right hand area in SII (Ruben et al., [@B57]). Thus, the increase of activity in SII related to visual feedback might reflect the visual--proprioceptive co-registration of the right hand, which in many computational models is a pre-requisite for visual feedback control of that hand (e.g., Smeets et al., [@B63]; Diedrichsen et al., [@B18]). With regard to cCMA, it is interesting to note that a recent functional connectivity study shows that it is connected to various motor and sensory areas (Habas, [@B31]), and it has previously been linked to sensory control of movement, even though it cannot be conclusively inferred from the literature at this point if the sensory control signal is more visual or proprioceptive, or both (Ogawa et al., [@B55]; Grafton et al., [@B29]). In summary, we think that the increase in activity that we observe in SII and cCMA during target-directed as compared to allocentric visual feedback conditions is potentially related to the increased reliance on visual feedback for the control of target-directed movements (Thaler and Goodale, [@B67]; behavioral data in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

The brain areas that are more active during allocentric as compared to target-directed visual feedback conditions, and that do not overlap with the shared sensory--motor network, included the anterior insular cortex bilaterally and right preSMA. As yet, we do not have a clear account of what this activation might signify. However, with respect to the anterior insular cortex, there are many possibilities such as for example error-monitoring (Ullsperger et al., [@B76]), awareness of one's limb (Karnath et al., [@B37]), or awareness of one's general state (Craig, [@B11]). Unraveling the contributions of all these areas to the sensory control of movement will require additional experiments. The brain areas that are more active during allocentric as compared to target-directed visual feedback conditions and that overlap with the shared sensory--motor network were widespread and included frontal and parietal cortical areas. We have no clear explanation for why visual feedback in allocentric conditions was associated with a widespread increase in activity in these areas, but one possible explanation is that this activity reflects compensatory mechanisms. In other words, there is the possibility that the availability of visual feedback in the allocentric task prompts the system to work harder than in the target-directed task, possibly in order to compensate for reduced visuo-proprioceptive sensory integration

Due to the way our conjunction analyses "Visual Feedback Target-Directed \> Visual Feedback Allocentric" and "Visual Feedback Allocentric \> Visual Feedback Target-Directed" were constructed, their results could not only be due to the task-specific effect of visual feedback, but their results could also be due to the effect of task itself. In other words, the results of the conjunction are difficult to interpret, because they are confounded by the effects of task. One analysis that controls for the main effect of task is the interaction effect between visual feedback and task in the 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA. Importantly, in contrast to our conjunction analyses, the interaction effect between task and visual feedback was only significant in preSMA, PMd, IPS, and parietal--occipital cortex, but not in SI, SII, cCMA, IFG, and insular cortex (stereotactic coordinates of activation foci are reported in Table [A2](#TA2){ref-type="table"} in Appendix). Thus, the results of the 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA corroborate the finding of the conjunction analyses only for some areas (preSMA, PMd, IPS, and parietal--occipital cortex). It remains, however, that the conjunction analyses suggest a role for SI, SII, cCMA, IFG, and insular cortex as well, even though this cannot be fully confirmed.

Discussion
==========

In the present study, we used a set of tasks and an experimental set-up that enabled us to determine which neural structures are involved in visual spatial coding and visual feedback control of hand movements in allocentric as compared to target-directed conditions.

With respect to spatial coding, the data suggest that all areas that are involved in the target-directed task are also involved in the allocentric task, but that the allocentric task additionally recruits the fundus of the left IPS in the posterior parietal cortex and the LOC in the ventral stream. The allocentric task also leads to an increase of activity in the posterior IPS and dorsal PMd, but these regions of activity overlapped entirely with the shared sensory--motor network.

With respect to the activity increase in the LOC during allocentric as compared to target-directed task, it is interesting to note that the locations of the bilateral occipital lesions in patient DF are quite similar to the locations of the LOC activity in our healthy volunteers (compare to Figure 3 in James et al., [@B36]). As mentioned in the introduction, patient DF cannot perform the allocentric task illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (Schenk, [@B61]), which is essentially the same as the one used in our current experiments. Furthermore, neuroimaging studies of perceptual spatial judgments that were made with a button press (Honda et al., [@B34]; Galati et al., [@B24]; Committeri et al., [@B10]; Neggers et al., [@B50]; Zaehle et al., [@B79]) or by tilting a joystick (Honda et al., [@B34]) also found more activity in the LOC during allocentric as compared to egocentric spatial judgments. In addition, a study that compared manual drawing to tracing also reported an increase in activity in the region of the LOC, remarkably close to the area we report here (Table 6, bottom rows, in Gowen and Miall, [@B28]; MNI-to-Talairach coordinate conversion based on Lacadie et al., [@B40]). In a way, tracing could be considered a movement in target-directed conditions, because the tip of the pen is directed at the line to be traced. In contrast, drawing, as we indicated in the Introduction, is an allocentric task. Thus, the results of the Gowen and Miall ([@B28]) study as well as our own suggest the LOC is recruited not only during spatial judgments but also hand movements in allocentric conditions. Another study, however, failed to find differential activity in the LOC during the performance of tracing and drawing (Ogawa and Inui, [@B54]). This apparent contradiction can be explained by the fact that Ogawa and Inui ([@B54]) collapsed across memory-guided and visually guided conditions when comparing drawing and tracing. It is entirely possible that memory-guided "tracing," where the subjects had to refer to a visual memory of a complex shape, was unlike a real-time target-directed movement. In conclusion, the evidence from all these studies, including ours, would appear to converge on the idea that the LOC plays a more critical role in the performance of movements in allocentric as compared to target-directed conditions -- as well as in spatial judgments that depend on allocentric rather than egocentric comparisons. It is important to emphasize, however, that the nature of the computations underlying target-directed movements and various kinds of egocentric perceptual judgments can be different (Thaler and Todd, [@B69]; Thaler and Goodale, [@B66]).

Our study is the first to show a contralateral preference for LOC activation in an allocentric task. Importantly, our visual displays always covered both hemifields, such that the effect is related to the instruction, and most likely to the associated attentional modulation, not the visual sensory input. This interpretation is consistent with previous results that show instruction related activity in LOC (Niemeier et al., [@B53]). Earlier studies about allocentric coding (Honda et al., [@B34]; Galati et al., [@B24]; Committeri et al., [@B10]; Neggers et al., [@B50]; Zaehle et al., [@B79]) did not systematically manipulate the side of the visual field -- and thus were unlikely to have noted the contralateral nature of any LOC activations. Future research is needed to determine the degree of spatiotopic selectivity of the LOC in the context of allocentric tasks.

Traditionally, the LOC is thought of as a brain area involved in the processing (e.g., Malach et al., [@B45]) and recognition of visual objects (e.g., Grill-Spector et al., [@B30]). The visual processing and recognition of objects is different from the allocentric movement task we used here. Yet, perhaps because the LOC is involved in processing of visual objects it would make intuitive sense that it would also show a preference for the processing of visual information in an allocentric visual coordinate frame. The reason is that an allocentric coordinate frame provides stability in the presence of eye or body-movements, which is necessary to achieve reliable object recognition. In keeping with the idea of coordinate stability in the LOC, previous data suggest that the processing of visual information in the LOC involves an extra-retinal reference frame (McKyton and Zohary, [@B46]). However, the design used by McKyton and Zohary ([@B46]) did not dissociate between head-centered as compared to allocentric coordinate frames. In this way, our results add to those previous findings by highlighting the sensitivity of the LOC to allocentric visual coordinate frames.

But what about the activation we observed in the fundus of the IPS during the performance of the allocentric tasks? Interestingly, this area has been implicated in the estimation of numerical magnitude and lengths of line segments (Hubbard et al., [@B35]; Tudusciuc and Nieder, [@B74], [@B75]; Nieder and Dehaene, [@B52]), and the left IPS, in particular, seems to be involved in more fine-grained computations (Nieder and Dehaene, [@B52]). As mentioned earlier, the allocentric task in our experiments might have placed a higher load on the estimation of magnitude than the target-directed task because subjects had to determine the distance (and direction) between two target dots. This could explain the increased activity in the fundus of the IPS. More work is clearly needed to determine the relationship between those brain areas involved in the estimation of visual and numerical magnitude and those involved in the performance of allocentric movement tasks. In addition, even though the left-lateralized activity we observed could indeed reflect a true left-lateralization of the computations required by our allocentric task, it is possible that it simply reflected the fact that subjects were using their right hand. Future work is needed to address this question.

Finally, the allocentric task also resulted in increased activity in the posterior IPS and in PMd, which overlapped entirely with the shared sensory--motor network. Previous work has linked activity in PMd to the selection of movement parameters (e.g., Cisek and Kalaska, [@B9]; Beurze et al., [@B2]; for reviews see for example Chouinard and Paus, [@B8]; Medendorp et al., [@B47]) and activity in the IPS (and SPL) to processes involved in visuo-motor transformations and movement planning (e.g., Beurze et al., [@B2]; for reviews see for example Buneo and Andersen, [@B6]; Medendorp et al., [@B47]). We suggest, therefore, that the allocentric increase in activity in those areas reflects a general increase in the load on processes involved in visuo-motor transformations and movement parameter selection in the allocentric as compared to the target-directed task. Previous studies that compared drawing to tracing also found drawing related increases in activity in PPC (Table 6 in Gowen and Miall, [@B28]; Ogawa and Inui, [@B54]) and PMd (Table 6 in Gowen and Miall, [@B28]), and the authors of those studies suggested that this reflects the fact that drawing places a higher load on visuo-motor transformation and selection processes than tracing. Since drawing is allocentric, whereas tracing can be considered more target-directed, these results and interpretations are consistent with our own. As mentioned earlier in the Section ["Results,"](#s2){ref-type="sec"} there is also the possibility that the activity increase in PMd and IPS is driven by purely visual transformations, independent of movement planning. For example, it has been shown that the SPL is involved in mental rotation paradigms and general coordinate transforms and that these tasks also drive responses in PMd (e.g., Lamm et al., [@B44]). It is possible that the allocentric task is composed of the target-directed task plus a visual component, which would, perhaps, drive a similar network as the one involved in mental rotation.

With respect to visual feedback control, the data suggest that even though the same network in the dorsal visual stream is recruited during the presence of visual feedback in both target-directed and allocentric conditions (i.e., MT+, SPOC, IPS), our conjunction analyses also suggest that visually guided movements in target-directed conditions recruit additional brain regions not recruited during visually guided movements in allocentric conditions (and vice versa). Specifically, whereas the conjunction analyses revealed a localized increase in activity in SI, SII, and cCMA during visually guided movements in the target-directed task, they revealed a rather widespread increase in activity throughout the shared sensory--motor network and in anterior insular cortex and preSMA for visually guided movements in the allocentric task. Interestingly, on the behavioral level, visual feedback led to an improvement in performance in both tasks, but the effect was stronger for the target-directed task (see behavioral data about movement variance in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), which in itself could account for some of the observed differences in activation. As discussed earlier in the Section ["Results,"](#s2){ref-type="sec"} even though the 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA interaction effect between task and visual feedback confirmed the results of the conjunction analyses for preSMA, PMd, IPS, and parietal--occipital cortices, they did not confirm the results for SI, SII, cCMA, IFG, and insular cortex. Thus, even though our conjunction analyses suggest a different role for the latter regions in visual feedback control in target-directed as compared to allocentric conditions, this cannot be fully confirmed.

Again, as discussed earlier in the Results, the interaction effects between task and visual feedback may be due to a variety of things such as differences in visuo-proprioceptive integration, error awareness, or compensatory mechanisms. Importantly, however, eye-movements are an unlikely explanation for the interaction effects for the following reasons. First, subjects were instructed to not move their eyes, and they reported to have followed the instructions. Secondly, a practice session that preceded fMRI and during which the experimenter could observe the subject ensured that subjects were able to follow the instructions (see [Materials and Methods](#s1){ref-type="sec"}). Third, we have shown in previous behavioral work that hand movements in both target-directed and allocentric conditions, both with and without visual feedback can be performed under both free viewing and fixation conditions (Thaler and Goodale, [@B67],[@B68]). Whatever the exact interpretation of the interaction between task and visual feedback on the neural level is, however, it is quite clear that visual feedback leads to different patterns of activation in the two tasks.

One of the questions that has been studied extensively over the years concerns the issue of whether the human motor system codes movements in terms of the displacement vector of the hand or in terms of the final position of the hand (for reviews, see Desmurget et al., [@B17]; de Grave et al., [@B15]). Several researchers have proposed that the human motor system may employ not just one, but two mechanisms for issuing motor commands: one dealing with the vector displacement, and the other with the final position of the hand (Hirayama et al., [@B33]; Lackner and DiZio, [@B41], [@B42]; DiZio and Lackner, [@B19]; Gottlieb, [@B27]; Sainburg et al., [@B58]; Sainburg and Wang, [@B59]; Brown et al., [@B5]; de Grave et al., [@B15]; Ghez et al., [@B25]; Scheidt and Ghez, [@B60]). In our opinion, the distinction between movements in allocentric and target-directed tasks that we are proposing might be related to the distinction between vector and endpoint coding. For example, the allocentric task could be considered a task in which subjects use predominantly vector coding because the visual instruction given to them specifies the visual movement vector, that is, movement distance and direction, whereas the target-directed task could be considered a task in which subjects rely less on vector, and perhaps more on endpoint coding (see also Thaler and Todd, [@B70]). The "vectorial" interpretation of the allocentric task also fits well with the idea that the allocentric task might be related to processes involved in the computation of numerical magnitude. Importantly, then, if we assume that subjects rely more on vector coding in the allocentric as compared to the target-directed task, then the activation that we observe in the allocentric task might also be interpreted as the neural correlates of vector coding of movements. Clearly, future research is needed to address these ideas.

Conclusion
==========

Using a set of target-directed and allocentric movement tasks that were visually and biomechanically matched, but differed in their instruction, we found large and reliable differences in brain activation. In recent years, considerable advancements have been made regarding the neural and computational correlates of movements that are directed at targets. But as our data make clear, a full understanding of how humans control their movements will require that we pay as much attention to the neural substrates (and computational mechanisms) underlying movements in allocentric tasks as we do to those underlying movements in target-directed tasks. In fact, a full understanding of both kinds of movements is necessary if we are to develop brain--machine interfaces and other applied devices that capture the full range of human movement.
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###### 

**Illustration of experimental protocols**.

  --------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  **EXAMPLE PROTOCOL A (USED FOR SEVEN SUBJECTS):**                                                                                
  Run 1                                               F1-T0-B    F1-T1-B    F1-T2-PG   F1-T3-PG   F2-T3-WB   F2-T2-WB   F2-T1-G    F2-T0-G
  Run 2                                               F2-T1-B    F2-T3-PG   F2-T0-B    F2-T2-PG   F1-T2-WB   F1-T0-G    F1-T3-WB   F1-T1-G
  Run 3                                               F2-T2-WB   F2-T0-G    F2-T3-WB   F2-T1-G    F1-T1-B    F1-T3-PG   F1-T0-B    F1-T2-PG
  Run 4                                               F1-T3-WB   F1-T2-WB   F1-T1-G    F1-T0-G    F2-T0-B    F2-T1-B    F2-T2-PG   F2-T3-PG
  Run 5                                               F2-T3-PG   F2-T2-PG   F2-T1-B    F2-T0-B    F1-T0-G    F1-T1-G    F1-T2-WB   F1-T3-WB
  Run 6                                               F1-T2-PG   F1-T0-B    F1-T3-PG   F1-T1-B    F2-T1-G    F2-T3-WB   F2-T0-G    F2-T2-WB
  Run 7                                               F1-T1-G    F1-T3-WB   F1-T0-G    F1-T2-WB   F2-T2-PG   F2-T0-B    F2-T3-PG   F2-T1-B
  Run 8                                               F2-T0-G    F2-T1-G    F2-T2-WB   F2-T3-WB   F1-T3-PG   F1-T2-PG   F1-T1-B    F1-T0-B
  **EXAMPLE PROTOCOL B (USED FOR SEVEN SUBJECTS):**                                                                                
  Run 1                                               F2-T0-B    F2-T1-B    F2-T2-PG   F2-T3-PG   F1-T3-WB   F1-T2-WB   F1-T1-G    F1-T0-G
  Run 2                                               F1-T1-B    F1-T3-PG   F1-T0-B    F1-T2-PG   F2-T2-WB   F2-T0-G    F2-T3-WB   F2-T1-G
  Run 3                                               F1-T2-WB   F1-T0-G    F1-T3-WB   F1-T1-G    F2-T1-B    F2-T3-PG   F2-T0-B    F2-T2-PG
  Run 4                                               F2-T3-WB   F2-T2-WB   F2-T1-G    F2-T0-G    F1-T0-B    F1-T1-B    F1-T2-PG   F1-T3-PG
  Run 5                                               F1-T3-PG   F1-T2-PG   F1-T1-B    F1-T0-B    F2-T0-G    F2-T1-G    F2-T2-WB   F2-T3-WB
  Run 6                                               F2-T2-PG   F2-T0-B    F2-T3-PG   F2-T1-B    F1-T1-G    F1-T3-WB   F1-T0-G    F1-T2-WB
  Run 7                                               F2-T1-G    F2-T3-WB   F2-T0-G    F2-T2-WB   F1-T2-PG   F1-T0-B    F1-T3-PG   F1-T1-B
  Run 8                                               F1-T0-G    F1-T1-G    F1-T2-WB   F1-T3-WB   F2-T3-PG   F2-T2-PG   F2-T1-B    F2-T0-B
  --------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

Condition coding:

*Visual field: F1, right visual field; F2, left visual field*.

*Task and visual feedback: T0, target-directed/visual feedback; T1, target-directed/no-visual feedback; T2, allocentric/visual feedback; T3, allocentric/no-visual feedback*.

*Instruction: G, Green; B, Black; PG, Pink to Green; WB, White to Black*.

*The order of instructions (G, B, PG, WB) varied randomly from subject to subject. Thus, an equivalent protocol would be obtained by exchanging "Green" with "Black" and "Pink to Green" with "White to Black," respectively*.

###### 

**Results of 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA analyses, with "task," "visual field," and "visual feedback" as repeated measures factors**.

  Label                                              \# Voxels (1 mm^3^)   Tal x   Tal y   Tal z   Avg. *F*(1,13)   Type-I error correction
  -------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ------- ------- ------- ---------------- -------------------------
  **MAIN EFFECT OF VISUAL FEEDBACK**                                                                                
   IPS(posterior)(L)                                 785                   −24     −59     48      94.718           BF
   IPS(posterior)(R)                                 402                   26      −58     50      80.195           BF
   SPOC(L)                                           2705                  −19     −84     25      96.171           BF
   SPOC(R)                                           1352                  19      −83     31      89.223           BF
   MT + (L)                                          3909                  −41     −72     −1      99.409           BF
   MT + (R)                                          4983                  41      −68     **2**   119.348          BF
  **MAIN EFFECT OF TASK**                                                                                           
   PMd(L)                                            1144                  −23     −9      52      37.426           CLU
   PMd(R)                                            947                   24      −8      54      35.176           CLU
   IPS(Fundus) (L)                                   558                   −44     −43     42      82.370           BF
   IPS(posterior)(R)                                 n10                   21      −66     42      70.072           BF
   IPS/SPL(posterior)(L)                             n16                   −19     −69     52      69.994           BF
  **INTERACTION BETWEEN TASK AND VISUAL FIELD**                                                                     
   LO (L)                                            197                   −39     −75     −5      32.999           CLU
   LO (R)                                            n52                   43      −72     −9      32.195           CLU
   FFG (R)                                           118                   28      −70     −15     33.440           CLU
  **INTERACTION BETWEEN TASK AND VISUAL FEEDBACK**                                                                  
   PreSMA (R)                                        n30                   6       9       48      31.710           CLU
   PMd(L)                                            475                   −24     −7      55      33.685           CLU
   PMd(R)                                            n57                   20      −4      47      31.685           CLU
   IPS (L)                                           734                   −43     −44     38      39.907           CLU
   IPS/SPL (L)                                       502                   −14     −73     51      34.560           CLU
   IPS (posterior) (L)                               190                   −28     −65     39      32.767           CLU
   PPC/OCC (L)                                       n71                   −29     −76     21      32.315           CLU
   IPS (R)                                           1019                  46      −43     46      33.977           CLU
   IPS/SPL (R)                                       283                   17      −77     46      33.013           CLU
   PPC/OCC(R)                                        739                   33      −78     25      37.339           CLU

*Stereotactic coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, [@B65]) and *F*-values represent the average value across voxels. BF: detected using Bonferroni corrected significance thresholds (*p* \< 0.1). CLU, detected using cluster size thresholds (*p* \< 0.0001). We first evaluated the ANOVA results using BF thresholds. When no significant result was found in an area previously identified using conjunction analyses (see Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, main text), we subsequently used CLU thresholds to evaluate ANOVA results. CLU is less conservative than BF. Thus, by using both BF and CLU, we were able to determine if the "lack of activity" in the ANOVA as compared to our conjunction analysis was due to the more conservative statistical criterion as introduced by BF, or due to a qualitatively different result. For more details see main text*.
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